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Designed and manufactured jointly by Ford and Cab Direct, all-new

ProCab™ has been purpose-built to provide the perfect solution for

today’s busy taxi driver.  

Built with the needs of the professional driver front of mind, ProCab™

comes complete with all the features you’d expect from a modern built

hackney taxi plus many more besides.  Great to sit in and great to drive,

ProCab™ epitomises everything the taxi of today should be.

The New Generation Hackney



With its fully body coloured exterior, specially designed spoiler, five-

spoke alloy wheels and a stylish new taxi graphics kit, ProCab™ has

a distinctive and powerful presence.  Not only does it look the part,

it raises standards when it comes to specification too.  

Built on Ford’s reliable Tourneo Custom chassis, ProCab™ combines an

exclusively-appointed interior with a wealth of equipment, space and the

latest safety technology to complete the ideal hackney taxi.  With its six-

seat rear compartment and the option of a double seat up front,

ProCab™ can accommodate up to eight passengers in comfort and style.
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Development

Driving thousands of miles every year is guaranteed to make you and

your back sensitive to every bump on the road.  ProCab’s™ ultra-modern

vehicle platform promises a comfortable journey for you and your

passengers.  Fine-tuned with new, stiffer mounting bushes and brackets,

ProCab™ offers improvements in ride quality and handling.  It also

features Torque Vectoring Control to enhance traction, roadholding and

agility when cornering, resulting in an even smoother driving experience.   

Purpose-built Taxi

Superb ride handling Improved ride quality Durable exterior

Design

Tourneo Custom was the first of Ford’s commercial vehicles to adopt the

'Kinetic Design' ethos that has informed the look and feel of many of the

company’s passenger cars.  The result is a bold and distinctive hackney

that packs a powerful punch on the road.  You can be sure ProCab™ will

retain its good looks for years to come too, thanks to Ford’s thorough

multi-stage painting process.  From the wax-injected steel body to the

hard-wearing top coat, ProCab™ has a durable exterior that’s built to last . 

   

The   Professional Choice
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When your vehicle is your workplace, the importance of

comfort and convenience can’t be overstated.  

Developed on Ford’s top specification Titanium model, all-new

ProCab™ raises the bar in driver benefits.  In fact, ProCab™ has more

equipment included as standard than any other hackney taxi on the

market .

Fully Loaded

ProCab’s™ spacious cockpit has been designed to ensure everything

is just where you need it .  Start off with the heated driver’s seat .  With

10-way adjustment, lumbar support, cushion tilt and armrest, you’re

sure to be able to find your optimum driving position.  Inspired

vehicle design means all controls are within easy reach.  

Driver Benefits

In-built satellite navigation Automatic headlights Ford SYNC with Applink
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Features such as in-built satellite navigation, 4” multi-function display, DAB

radio, USB and AUX ports, rain sensing wipers, automatic headlights and

plenty of storage all combine to provide an enhanced driving experience.

In addition, independent front and rear heating and air conditioning

systems allow both you and your passengers to set the ideal

temperature, whatever the weather.  For greater convenience ProCab™

also features our unqiue FareAssist™ quick release door system, which

means you can unlatch the rear passenger doors at the touch of a

button.

Ford SYNC 

With Ford’s voice activated communications system, ProCab™ allows you

to play music, make and receive hands-free calls and even control apps

on your smartphone, all with a simple command.  Featuring Ford

Emergency Assistance, this potentially life-saving technology can even be

set to automatically call the emergency services in the event of an

accident .  In short, with SYNC on-board, all you have to do is keep your

hands on the wheel and your eyes on the road.
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Wherever you sit in ProCab™ there’s one constant; exceptional ride

comfort.  

The raised driver position plus large windscreen and side windows create

exceptional visibility, especially in busy traffic.  Similarly, the large tailgate

window provides an enhanced rear view.  In addition ProCab’s™ wide

angle door mirrors - with blind spot eliminator - will make your life as

easy as possible.  Built-in side steps are ideal for anyone who gets in and

out of the cab several times a day.  If you’re used to working the night

shift, you’ll be particularly impressed with ProCab’s™ cornering lights,

which illuminate the road ahead when the steering wheel is turned

beyond 30 degrees.

Driveability

Technology Driven

Add cruise control with adjustable speed limiter, front and rear parking

sensors, Hill Start Assist and Traffic Sign Recognition - which handily

displays the speed limit on your instrument cluster -  and your working

environment is sure to be a relaxed and enjoyable place to be.  In short,

ProCab™ promises a smooth and comfortable journey for all on board,

whether that’s one passenger travelling alone or a full complement with

bags of luggage.

Finally, there’s a choice of six-speed manual or Ford’s new SelectShift

automatic transmission, to ensure driving for a living doesn’t become a

hardship.

Cornering headlights
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MARCH SPECIAL

FREE METALLIC

SAVE
£1,000

Plus free 

upgrade 

to long 

wheelbase

SAVE
£1,000*

Plus

free Bluetooth

 
Free admission for

Allied Vehicles staff

SAVE 
£1,000*SAVE 
£3,000*

SAVE 
£1,000*GO LONG &

SAVE £3,000*

THIS APRIL

Manual
or Auto

 

 

COMING SOON

 
Free upgrade 

worth £1,000

Plus free metallic

& £500 cashback!*

SAVE 
£2,000*

 
Free upgrade 

worth £1,500*

EARN
£100
PER REFERRAL

 

SAVE 
£1,000*LOWEST
EVER PRICE

Wherever you are in the UK, call 

today to book your free 

no-obligation home demonstration

 

FREE FACTORY TOURS!

SelectShift automatic transmission

PROFESSIONALPROfessional

The  PROfessional Choice

The   Professional Choice

The  Professional Choice

The   professional choice
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ProCab’s™ spacious rear compartment promises your customers

a relaxing journey, every fare. 

ProCab™ features illuminated, twin electric side-steps as standard.

They automatically deploy when the passenger door is opened to

assist with entry and exit .  Inside, comfortable seating accommodates

six passengers in the rear compartment with loads of room to spare.

With our new leatherette finish your customers can settle in for an

enjoyable trip.  They can also set their preferred climate thanks to the

separately controlled air conditioning system.  In addition, ProCab’s™

EasyTalk™ two-way intercom, with variable audio control, makes

communication easy.  Excellent road holding and modern, variable

suspension guarantee passengers a smooth and comfortable ride,

whatever the journey. 

Passenger Comfort
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Bags of Space 

Whether it’s hotels, train stations or airport runs, today’s passengers

often come with plenty of baggage.

With a cavernous 922 litre boot – our roomiest ever hackney – ProCab™

can handle luggage laden passengers with ease.  Wide-opening, sliding

side doors make way to a spacious rear compartment finished with

quality, hard wearing materials throughout .  For added load carrying

capacity you can also choose an additional storage pen up front at no

extra cost . 
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Ford TDCi

Introducing EcoBlue Technology

Engineered to meet strict Euro6 emission standards, ProCab™

features Ford’s all-new EcoBlue diesel engine under the bonnet. 

Powered by a new 2.0 litre, 130 PS engine ProCab™ strikes the perfect

balance between performance and economy.  Ford’s latest engine is 13

per cent more efficient than its predecessor, returning an impressive

44.8mpg on the combined cycle.  Not only that, it offers 20 per cent

more torque for maximum power and responsiveness. 

You can be sure you’re getting the most from your ProCab™ too, thanks

to the handy gear shift indicator.  There’s also an EcoMode information

system which shows when you’re achieving optimum fuel efficiency.  Plus

Ford’s automatic start/stop function, which temporarily switches your

engine off when the vehicle is stationary.  Service intervals of up to

18,000 miles also help make ProCab™ a real money saver.  

Environment 
ProCab’s™ Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) system uses AdBlue to
convert NOx emissions from the exhaust’s gas into Nitrogen and water.
A particulate filter then reduces more than 99% of solid particulates from
the exhaust to emit 55% less harmful gas than with the previous
emissions standard.  This makes ProCab™ our cleanest ever
hackney.  

44.8MPG*

55% less 
NOx than
the previous
standard

*Official VCA fuel consumption figures, combined cycle, manual.
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Class-leading Safety 

Safety for you and your passengers is paramount.  With ProCab™

you’re in good hands as Ford’s Tourneo Custom was the first in its

segment to earn the maximum five-star rating from Euro NCAP.

Smart Engineering  

With more than 4,500 crash tests to its name – both real and virtual –

Ford’s Tourneo Custom was designed to keep its occupants and

pedestrians as safe as possible.  The protection begins in the stiff

bodyshell that contains increased levels of high and ultra-high strength

steel.  Safety is further complemented by a full line up of passive and

active technologies, an array of airbags plus advanced chassis and

braking technology.  AutoLock™ indicators also prevent your passengers

exiting into traffic from the wrong side of the vehicle. 

Stop Fast 

Standard safety features such as ABS with Emergency Brake Assist ensure

impressive stopping ability, helping you keep on the right track when

lesser vehicles would be skidding out of control.  Larger brake pads last

longer and are also more resistant to brake fade, while wear sensors will

help you determine when they are due to be replaced.  Additional safety

features include Traction Control, Electronic Stability Control, Side Wind

Stabilisation and Roll Stability Control – all of which help you stay on

track; particularly in extreme weather conditions.  Hill Start Assist also

ensures your cab won’t roll backwards when starting on a slope. 
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Disabled passengers in particular often depend on taxis to get

about which is why ProCab™ has been built to enhance access for

all.  

High-visibility grab handles, seat patches and floor edging assist

passenger entry and exit .  A hearing induction loop is also included for

the hard of hearing, while all ProCab’s™ are fully wheelchair accessible.

Access and egress is further enhanced with electric side-steps, on both

sides.  Wide and stable, these automatically deploy when the side door

is opened or closed.

Wheelchair Access

For optimum accessibility, every ProCab™ comes with our renowned

EasyGlide™ pull-out ramp as standard.  Integrated with the passenger

compartment floor, the EasyGlide™ ramp is quick, light and easy to use.

ProCab™ also features our unique EasySlide™ rear seat, developed

specifically for the taxi trade, which allows drivers to create more space

in the rear compartment for disabled passengers when required.

Safety Standards

Quick-attach tie-downs make securing the wheelchair as easy as

possible and a full 3-point, inertia lap and diagonal seat belt ensures

your passenger is safe to travel.  Both the wheelchair tie-downs,

occupant restraints and their anchorages have been tested to the

highest standards ever achieved in a UK taxi.  

Access

PROFESSIONALPROfessional

The  PROfessional Choice

The   Professional Choice

The  Professional Choice

The   professional choice
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Features & Options

Purpose-built for the taxi trade, ProCab™ is designed and built with a host of modern features to benefit you and your passengers. 

ProCab™ Features

EasySlideTM rear seat EasyGlideTM under-floor ramp Storage compartment with 12v socket High visibility LED taxi sign

Taxi Features
Ready-calibrated Digitax taxi meter
FareAssist™ quick release door system
Full high-impact protection partition screen with pay area
Driver controlled remote locking of front or all doors
Automatic motion locking on passenger doors (above 3mph)
Full wheelchair access
Two-way intercom with automatic radio intercept
Front high-visibility LED taxi sign
EasyWipe™ rear seats with high visibility patches
Choice of single or double front passenger seats
Choice of front luggage pen in place of front passenger seat(s)
First aid kit
Spare wheel, jack and carrier

Access Features
EasyGlide™ under-floor ramp
Self-retracting wheelchair tie-downs
Lap and diagonal seat belt for wheelchair passenger

Twin running boards (free option)
High visibility grab handles
Hearing loop

Comfort & Convenience

Air conditioning front and rear
In-built satellite navigation

One touch electric front windows
Quickclear heated windscreen
Remote central locking
Leather steering wheel
Power assisted steering
Rake and reach adjustable steering column
Electrically operated, heated power foldable door mirrors
Rain sensing front wipers
Automatic headlights
Front and rear parking sensors

4" TFT multi-function display
Trip computer
Dash mounted cup-holder
Fascia mounted bottle holder
Fascia mounted storage compartment with lid
Driver and passenger door map pockets

Entertainment

Voice activated Ford SYNC DAB radio/CD system 
with Applink

Bluetooth® connectivity
Audible text messaging
USB port

Twin electric side-steps

Driver's seat armrest
Lumbar support adjustment for driver's seat
3 x 12v power sockets
3 pin plug socket (150W) in driver compartment

Cruise control with adjustable speed limiter
Heated driver's seat

EasySlide™ rear seat for improved accessibility (double seat only)
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16” alloy wheelsDigitax taxi meterPower foldable door mirrorsEasy-Fuel capless refuelling system

Exterior Features
Twin sliding side doors
Glazed rear tailgate with wash/wipe
Body coloured front bumper with chrome grille highlight

Body coloured rear bumper, side mouldings, handles
and mirror housings

Projector style, halogen headlights and static cornering lights
Daytime running lights
16" alloy wheels

Mud flaps (front)

Front fog lights
Metallic paint

Safety Features

Anti-lock braking system (ABS) with electronic brake-force
distribution (EBD)

Electronic Stability Control
Fire extinguisher

Hill Start Assist
Emergency Brake Assist
Emergency Brake Warning
Roll Stability Control
Side Wind Stabilisation
Front, side and curtain airbags
3-point inertia reel seat belts

Driver security lock for passenger doors
Tyre Pressure Monitoring System

Indicator-activated rear door locksSecurity Features

Perimeter alarm
Immobiliser (insurance approved category 2)
Auto re-locking doors with deadlocks

Warranty & Breakdown Cover*

3 year/100,000 mile Ford warranty
12 year perforation warranty
1 year road side assistance cover

Additional Accessories

Interior Features
Front and rear courtesy light with theatre style dimming

Distance to empty indicator
Instant and average fuel consumption indicator

Glovebox with lockable lid
CabSafe™ onboard CCTV system
Supagard professional interior and exterior protection
Coin dispenser
Warning triangle
Windscreen mounted for hire light
Mud flaps (front, rear are standard)
Wind deflectors - clear or tinted

Four front and six rear speakers

Automatic cut-out for radio/CD when intercom activated

Steering wheel remote controls for radio/CD

PROFESSIONALPROfessional

The  PROfessional Choice

The   Professional Choice

The  Professional Choice

The   professional choice
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Technical Specification

Engine

Rear

Brakes

Emission standard Euro 6

Fuel type Diesel

Cubic capacity 1,995

Max. power - PS 130

Tyres

Size 215/65 R 16

Fuel Tank

Capacity (litres) 70

Number of gears 6-speed

Urban 39.8 37.2

Extra urban 48.7 44.1

Combined 44.8 40.4

CO2 (g/km) 162 181

Transmission

Fuel Consumption (mpg)

Emissions

Suspension

Front
Independent MacPherson struts with coil 
springs, shock absorbers and stabiliser

   Traction Control, Electronic Stability Control, Hill Start 
  Assist, Side Wind Stabilisation and Roll Stability Control

Dimensions (mm)

Length 4,972

Width - including door mirrors 2,272

Wheelbase 2,933

Rear overhang 1,028

Gross vehicle weight 3,140 3,140

Max kerb weight 2,403 2,457

Approval standard EC Whole Vehicle Type Approval

Service intervals 18,000 miles

Height 2,068

Front overhang 1,011

Seating

Weight (Kg)
Passenger seats (front) 0, 1 or 2

Passenger seats (rear) 6

130 EcoBlue Manual 130 EcoBlue Auto 130 EcoBlue Manual 130 EcoBlue Auto

Dual-circuit with self-adjusting servo-assistance and ABSFront & rear

Max. torque - Nm 385

Start/stop technology ✓

Maintenance

Certification

Additional safety

Rear leaf springs with shock absorber
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ProCab™ is available in solid white and six additional pearlescent or metallic finishes. 

*Additional colours available to order on request . Colour pallette for illustrative purpose only.

Colour Choice

Shadow Black

Moondust Silver Deep Impact BlueTectonic Silver Stratosphere

Frozen White

PROFESSIONALPROfessional

The  PROfessional Choice

The   Professional Choice

The  Professional Choice

The   professional choice
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There are many good reasons why more people choose Cab Direct than any other modern taxi manufacturer in the UK. 

● Engineering excellence through a unique joint-manufacturing partnership with leading manufacturers
● Solid company background, trading successfully in the taxi market for over 23 years
● Safety-assured with European Whole Vehicle Type Approval
● Free, no-obligation demonstrations throughout the UK
● Free delivery anywhere in the UK
● Service and support from more than 500 local service partners
● Free technical helpline, open seven days a week 

Many companies have tried to copy our vehicles but none match the overall quality of product, backup service and value for money. 

Why Cab Direct?
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When your vehicle is your livelihood, you’ll want to know your cab

is reliable and you’ll want to be sure you’re covered should

anything major go wrong. 

Service and Support

Efficient service and support is vital for everyone in the hard-working taxi

industry.  First and foremost you’ll have access to more than 500 local

service partners throughout the UK.  There’s also the added benefit of our

huge stock of parts which can be delivered overnight to you or your

garage service provider.  We even provide a free technical helpline, open

seven days a week, to help you resolve any queries and issues that may

arise.  You’ll have the added benefit of free breakdown cover for the first

year too. 

Wherever you are in the
UK, call today to book
your free no-obligation
home demonstration.

 

 

Scotland

North 
& Yorkshire

East 
Midlands

South
& East

South & West

South Wales & 
West Midlands

Northern
Ireland

North Wales
& North West

Ireland

Peace of Mind



Driving for Perfection

For further information or to arrange a free

home demonstration call our friendly customer

service team today or visit our website.

0800 916 3061

www.cabdirect.com

07.17/??kCab Direct is part of the Allied Vehicles Group.


